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From one of Canada’s finest writers comes a masterful novel about the clash of art and
advertising, the cultish grip of celebrity and the intense connections that can form in times of
crisis. An unidentified man storms a television studio where KiddieFame, a controversial
children’s talent show wherein kids who are too talented are “killed off,” is being filmed. He is
armed with an explosive device, and issues only a single demand: an interview with journalist
Thom Pegg. It’s a strange request, everyone agrees. A disgraced former investigative
journalist, caught fabricating sources, Pegg is down on his luck and working for a lowly tabloid.
The demand surprises everyone – Pegg most of all, and he is reluctant to play a role. But
pressure from federal authorities leaves little choice, and so it is that Thom Pegg finds himself
the envy of all the high-level journalists on hand as he makes his way into the darkened studio
to uncover the truth. Outside, as the hostage taking heads into its third day, enthralled and
horrified onlookers watch the drama unfold through a constant stream of media speculation
and rumours that race through the crowd. In the throes of this crisis two characters – one
running from former glory and the other from corporate burnout – meet and instinctively
connect. Eve is an Olympic gold medalist and much-loved local daughter who jogs the city’s
streets at night and searches for her long-lost brother, Ali, in its shadowy corners. Rabbit is a
secretive street artist who is just completing a massive project involving strange installations on
the rooftops of hundreds of buildings throughout the city. Both carry the scars of their pasts,
and seem to be searching for a way to become whole. It’s a fearful time, when people have
serious doubts about the future and about each other, yet are compelled to come together to
vent their anxiety and make themselves heard. Outside the studio, chaos reigns, and Eve and
Rabbit must navigate police checkpoints as they skirt the unruly masses in pursuit of the truth
of what happened to Ali. Inside the studio, however, it’s all about control, as Pegg listens to
the hostage taker’s story and begins to realize the terrible, violent truth about what he has
planned. When the crisis comes to a head, events collide and riots grip the streets. Prospects
seem bleak as the tension of the hostage taking is unleashed upon the city. But when Rabbit’s
secret installation is finally activated, people are shocked into seeing the power beauty still has
in this world, and into recognizing the real possibility of hope. The Blue Light Project is a hardhitting and emotionally wrought commentary on the forces that attract and repel us, and the
faith that enables us to continue, even in our darkest hours.
Features projects that transform paper into handmade cards and decorative pieces for
entertaining, holidays, and the home.
First Published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
DISCOVER THE POWER of Silver Whether you’re naturally graying, weaning yourself off the
dye, or coveting the chic #grannyhair trend, your hair will shine with this empowering guide.
Here are step-by-step tips on letting nature take its course—or using lowlights, highlights,
blending, and toning to transition with minimal drama (and avoid a skunk line). Tips on
haircuts, tricks for the best care (conditioning is crucial). Products, including the DIY variety.
Plus, the most flattering clothing and makeup to accentuate any shade of gray. With unique
treatments and techniques from hair guru Lorraine Massey, Silver Hair is a call for celebrating
and enhancing your natural radiance, with thrilling results. Welcome to the inspiring guide for
every woman who’s ready to find her true colors. Written by the authors of the national
bestseller Curly Girl, here is everything you need to know, from going gray stylishly to living
silver gorgeously, including Silver Lining Stories and before-and-after photos of real women.
Going silver is not just about a certain look, or saving time and money at the stylist—it’s about
fulfilling a deeper desire for authenticity, empowerment, and the freedom to be oneself at any
age. So let’s get started. Featuring: The many perks of naturally silver hair Style and beauty to
play up the silver Toners and color blending Avoiding the skunk line Hair care routines DIY
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recipes, including Lavender and Verbena Herbal Hair Tonic Face-framing silver streaks
The Devenys seemed like a perfect family. Dick and JoAnn were gainfully employed and lived
on the shores of Lake Minnetonka, Minnesota, with their two healthy boys. But on July 13th,
1991, they found out that tragedies don't only happen to other people. When Billy, a
mischievous eighteen-month-old, slid open the door and ran out of the house, the family's
destiny was changed forever. When Bluebirds Fly: Losing a Child, Living With Hope begins
with a riveting account of the Devenys' journey to their son's deathbed, including actual
testimonials from the first responders involved in Billy's rescue attempt. The story unfolds as an
in-depth and informative account from both mother's and father's perspectives, and also
shares the adversities that often come with a tragedy: alcoholism, gambling addictions, panic
attacks, bankruptcy, Tourettes, and the loss and rediscovery of faith. Be inspired. Parents
JoAnn and Dick (a skeptic by nature) recount the after-death communications and spiritual
visitations from their son, which could not be explained away as coincidence. A must-read for
anyone going through a loss, or who would merely enjoy a true story of love, loss, faith, and
revelation.
Journal Notebook To Write In. Lined, Ruled Journal 6inx9in 100 Pages Get yourself a journal
to write in. Journal your thoughts, notes, and much more. Go to our Author page and check out
our extensive range of journals with fantastic covers Keeping a Journal has many benefits
Including Problem Solving Mental clarification Increasing Focus Enabling Self Discovery
Reducing Stress And Many More! Get A Journal Today!

PW50 (1981-1983; 1985-1987; 1990-2002), PW80 (1983; 1985; 1991-2002),
BW80 (1986-1988; 1990)
Plugged by no fewer than twenty-five dams, the Colorado is the world’s most
regulated river drainage, providing most of the water supply of Las Vegas,
Tucson, and San Diego, and much of the power and water of Los Angeles and
Phoenix, cities that are home to more than 25 million people. If it ceased flowing,
the water held in its reservoirs might hold out for three to four years, but after that
it would be necessary to abandon most of southern California and Arizona, and
much of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming. For the entire American
Southwest the Colorado is indeed the river of life, which makes it all the more
tragic and ironic that by the time it approaches its final destination, it has been
reduced to a shadow upon the sand, its delta dry and deserted, its flow a toxic
trickle seeping into the sea. In this remarkable blend of history, science, and
personal observation, acclaimed author Wade Davis tells the story of America’s
Nile, how it once flowed freely and how human intervention has left it near
exhaustion, altering the water temperature, volume, local species, and shoreline
of the river Theodore Roosevelt once urged us to “leave it as it is.” Yet despite a
century of human interference, Davis writes, the splendor of the Colorado lives
on in the river’s remaining wild rapids, quiet pools, and sweeping canyons. The
story of the Colorado River is the human quest for progress and its inevitable if
unintended effects—and an opportunity to learn from past mistakes and foster the
rebirth of America’s most iconic waterway. A beautifully told story of historical
adventure and natural beauty, River Notes is a fascinating journey down the river
and through mankind’s complicated and destructive relationship with one of its
greatest natural resources.
Watch My Back is the story of one man’s search for courage. Depressed,
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bullied, intimidated by life and indoctrinated to believe that this was his lot, Geoff
Thompson, on the verge of a breakdown, decided to fight back. In a bid to
confront his fears, he took a job as a bouncer in one of Britain’s roughest
nightclubs. Over the next ten years, he was involved in hundreds of brutal and
bloody fights that left two of his friends murdered and many more in prison; he
turned himself into a fearsome fighting machine. Geoff reached the top of his
trade and became addicted to violence. Then it all changed. After nearly being
killed in a gang attack, and almost killing one of his attackers, he was forced to
reassess his relationship with violence. After writing down his experiences, Geoff
discovered a flair for writing. This is the story of an ordinary man who faced his
fears and took himself from bedsit to best-seller but very nearly got killed on the
way. Geoff Thompson is now the author of over thirty books, a stage play and a
BAFTA winning short film.
In this eye-opening companion volume to her acclaimed history Founding
Mothers, number-one New York Times bestselling author and renowned political
commentator Cokie Roberts brings to life the extraordinary accomplishments of
women who laid the groundwork for a better society. Recounted with insight and
humor, and drawing on personal correspondence, private journals, and other
primary sources, many of them previously unpublished, here are the fascinating
and inspiring true stories of first ladies and freethinkers, educators and explorers.
Featuring an exceptional group of women—including Abigail Adams, Dolley
Madison, Rebecca Gratz, Louise Livingston, Sacagawea, and others—Ladies of
Liberty sheds new light on the generation of heroines, reformers, and visionaries
who helped shape our nation, finally giving these extraordinary ladies the
recognition they so greatly deserve.
The Subaru Impreza first appeared on the World Rally scene in 1993, taking a
hat-trick of World Rally Manfacturers' Championships, in 1995, 1996 and 1997.
The drivers the likes of Marku Alen, Ari Vatanen, and Colin McRae have
competed in the World Rally Championship in Imprezas and all went on to
winning the World Rally Drivers' Championship in Imprezas. These cars
continued to compete on the World Rally stage until the end of 2008, when the
Subaru World Rally Team unfortunately withdrew from rallying. This brand new
Haynes Manual covers one of the most iconic rally cars in recent years, and does
so in perfect detail. People that love the Impreza, really love the Impreza, so get
the full facts and specs now!
A funny story from the award-winning author/artist of EVERYONE IS YAWNING!
The sun always comes out tomorrow for the shelter animals Bill Berloni
rescues—sometimes from death’s door—and then trains to meet the demands of
the stage. Berloni was a nineteen-year-old theater apprentice more then three
decades ago when he was offered his first big break: find and train a dog to
appear in the original production of the Broadway hit Annie. Defying the odds, he
rescued a down-on-his-luck dog from a local shelter and, together, they redefined
what animal performers could do. Since then Berloni and his trainers have
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provided animals for hundreds of films, commercials, and television shows as
well as live theater, including productions of The Wizard of Oz and Winn-Dixie, all
over North America. In this heartwarming book, he tells the true stories of “throwaway” animals who came back to work with some of entertainment’s biggest
names, names like Bernadette Peters, Sarah Jessica Parker, Mike Nichols, the
New York City Ballet, and many more. This updated edition includes an account
of Berloni’s search for the newest Sandy to star with everyone’s favorite redheaded orphan.
When Abby Markham witnesses the murder of a local cop with ties to a political
dynasty, she finds herself not only in the crosshairs of a killer, but also on the
radar of a powerful US senator. The clock is ticking for her survival, and
Detective Ben Owens knows the best way to keep Abby safe is to keep her
close. But as the danger escalates, so does their attraction. With their backs
against the wall, Ben and Abby will risk everything to make sure she survives a
dangerous web of political corruption, lies, and deceit.
The 365 daily meditations in this new addition to Stern's popular Reflections
series will guide expectant mothers through all the miracles that mark the
transition to motherhood.
Almost every company wants to grow - at least officially. Shareholders are
demanding further growth and no management team would deny that the growth
of their company is one of the top issues they are working on every single day.
However, there are barriers to growth, and these are not only external barriers.
Most often it is not the economy, not the market and not the customer who just
"hasn't got it." The main barriers can be discovered inside every company,
because growth always comes from within. If the organization is not ready to
grow, initiatives to increase market share, to enter new markets, and/or to
increase profitability are destined to fail. This book systematically addresses the
main internal barriers to growth and provides practical guidance not only for
discovering these barriers, but to systematically overcoming them.?
"I'd rather have one or two of his whiplashing essays in my hands than almost
any tome of philosophy". -- Thomas Moore
A neuroscientist-turned-FBI-profiler discovers a gene that produces psychopaths
in The Ripper Gene, a thrilling debut novel from Michael Ransom. Dr. Lucas
Madden is a neuroscientist-turned-FBI profiler who first gained global recognition
for cloning the ripper gene and showing its dysfunction in the brains of
psychopaths. Later, as an FBI profiler, Madden achieved further notoriety by
sequencing the DNA of the world's most notorious serial killers and proposing a
controversial "damnation algorithm" that could predict serial killer behavior using
DNA alone. Now, a new murderer—the Snow White Killer—is terrorizing women in
the Mississippi Delta. When Mara Bliss, Madden's former fiancée, is kidnapped,
he must track down a killer who is always two steps ahead of him. Only by
entering the killer's mind will Madden ultimately understand the twisted and
terrifying rationale behind the murders—and have a chance at ending the
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psychopath's reign of terror. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
From the bestselling author of Where the Story Starts comes a tale about dealing
with the past--and finally facing the future. Pip Appleby seems to have it all, with
her prestigious job as a human rights lawyer and her enviable London home. But
then a tragic accident stops her life in its tracks, and in an instant everything
changes. Retreating to her family's rural farm and the humble origins she has
been trying to hide, Pip is haunted by what she has done. When she discovers
the diary of actress Evelyn Mountcastle in a box of old books, Pip revels in the
opportunity to lose herself in someone else's life rather than focus on the disaster
that is her own. But soon she sees parallels--Evelyn's life was also beset by
tragedy, and, like Pip, she returned to Southwold under a dark cloud. When Pip
and Evelyn's paths cross in real life they slowly begin to reveal the hidden stories
that are holding them back. Can they help each other forgive what happened in
the past and, perhaps, find happiness in the future?
Personal skiing experiences of the author from 1940 to the present. Includes
information on Holiday Valley. Signed by the author.
As Sacramento's neighborhoods grew eastward from Fifteenth Street to Thirtyfirst Street (later Alhambra Boulevard), the area evolved into a complex mix of
housing and businesses known as Midtown. Sutter's Fort was still popular, and
community groups like the Native Sons of the Golden West restored its last
remnants for future generations. In 1927, the city built Memorial Auditorium, a
tribute to fallen soldiers, as a large central venue that continues to serve as an
important setting for graduations, concerts, and conventions. The J and K Street
business corridors expanded from downtown, and identifiable neighborhoods
such as Poverty Ridge, Boulevard Park, and New Era Park developed as people
settled and established businesses in these growing areas. Today's Midtown
supports numerous Victorian mansions and Craftsman bungalows, as well as the
legacies of such employers as the California Almond Growers' Exchange,
California Packing Corporation, Buffalo Brewery, Sutter Hospital, and the
Sacramento Bee newspaper.
The Butterfly Bruises is a collection of poems and stories regarding animals, the
ocean, miscommunication, childhood, Northeastern versus Southern American
culture, family, nature versus technology, and the imagination of the introvert. In
these lyrical texts, a couple sleepwalks together, a therapist is imagined as a
snake, a manatee befriends a widow, a ghost haunts an old Charleston home,
and New York City becomes its own character. Stepping into these pages brings
about new worlds—some full of magic, others full of mystery. Rewiev Quotes
“Literary readers seeking writings replete with wake-up calls for change will find
The Butterfly Bruises to be reflective, visionary, and hard to put down.” Diane
Donovan of The Midwest Book Review “Palmer has her finger on the pulse of
emotion; you can feel heartbreak and love in every stanza. A young poet
capturing the colorful grace of her generation…” Jasper Soloff, Director and
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Photographer “Inventive, insightful and highly readable.” David Farley, author of
An Irreverent Curiosity: In Search of the Church’s Strangest Relic in Italy’s
Oddest Town “From sonnets to somnambulance, form algae to oxytocin, from
manatees to Manhattan, Smith rides the riptides of memory’s fictions and
frictions in this prolific debut.” Professor Robert Dewhurst, Poetry Critic and
Scholar
Written by experts in the field of pharmacovigilance and patient safety, this
concise resource provides a succinct, easy-to-digest overview of an increasingly
critical area of medical safety. Drs. Thao Doan, Fabio Lievano, Mondira
Bhattacharya, and Linda Scarazzini provide essential information for health care
professionals, clinical researchers, and regulators who need a comprehensive,
up-to-date source of information on the principles and practice of
pharmacovigilance.
JUNIOR LIBRARY GUILD SELECTION • Celebrate Pride and it's iconic rainbow
flag--a symbol of inclusion and acceptance around the world-- with the very first
picture book to tell its remarkable and inspiring history! "Pride is a beacon of
(technicolor) light." --Entertainment Weekly In this deeply moving and
empowering true story, young readers will trace the life of the Gay Pride Flag,
from its beginnings in 1978 with social activist Harvey Milk and designer Gilbert
Baker to its spanning of the globe and its role in today's world. Award-winning
author Rob Sanders's stirring text, and acclaimed illustrator Steven Salerno's
evocative images, combine to tell this remarkable - and undertold - story. A story
of love, hope, equality, and pride.
When Renee Hodges invited her nephew, Bobby, to come stay with her for a few weeks so he
could visit a doctor about his back pain, she knew he was recovering from an addiction to
prescription painkillers. She believed that if he could address his back problems, he would
have a better chance of staying clean—but she had no idea what a roller coaster ride she was
getting on. Unlike other books about addiction, Saving Bobby begins after rehab is over. Told
in part through journal entries, e-mails, and personal recollections, this raw, honest, deeply
moving memoir—begun to keep the family accountable—describes the sixteen months that
Hodges, her husband, and their community struggled alongside Bobby as he attempted to
successfully re-enter the day-to-day world. Using a holistic and open approach, the shame and
stigma associated with addiction was lessened—and ultimately, Bobby learned he had to save
himself. A gripping and heartrending story of survival, Saving Bobby is an essential, timely
read for those concerned about America’s most pressing epidemic.
Andrew Dobelstein tells about his many experiences as a professor of Social Work and an
expert on social welfare policy in a down-to-earth, entertaining way. North Carolinians will
especially appreciate his stories, but all readers will enjoy this memoir.
With the return of material lost for decades, the story of a nearly forgotten Northern California
lumber strike is told with immediacy, drama, passion, humor, and relevance to events
happening today. The 1935 strike, in which three workers were killed, cast a long shadow over
Humboldt County in Northern California. First-person narratives, excerpts from letters and
strike bulletins, period photographs, and even a fascinating detour through 1960's San
Francisco, make this colorful chapter of American labor history compelling reading.
A New York Times best-selling sportswriter takes readers deep within the secretive innerworkings of the minor leagues through the stories of eight men who are living on the cusp of
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the dream—some of who have tasted major league success and some of who have toiled for
long careers. 100,000 first printing.
Gergely Bajzáth has made a good number of engine coffee tables, and constantly enjoys
positive feedback and comments about his work. Now, in ‘How to Build your own Engine
Coffee Table’, he has decided to share his methods and tips with you, so that you can make
one of your very own! Whether in your living room, workshop, den, man cave, or girl shed, an
engine coffee table is a great talking point, and is almost guaranteed to become the main topic
of conversation when friends visit. This book shows you everything you need to know to create
your very own furniture centrepiece. From the best choice of engine base, to instructions on
design and fabrication for appearance and safety. Hand painted finishes are covered, and a
dedicated section shows how to safely plan, prepare, and fit a glass top for a serviceable, and
safe, end result. You’ll know that you want one of these tables as soon as you see the
examples in the book!
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